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Date:

Directions: Use Google Maps to identify air pollution sources in your community. Record what you
find in the data table. Use the sample school data as a guide to help you with this activity. Take your
learning further with the Extension Activity.

Air Pollution Sources
Review your notes from the Module 3 Graphic Organizer. Remember an air pollutant is any
substance in the air that causes harm to human health and the environment. Particle pollutants can
be tiny particles of dust, dirt, smoke, and liquid droplets. Common sources of particle pollution
include cars and other vehicles, smokestacks from factories or power plants, fireplaces and wood
burning fire pits, construction sites and unpaved roads or parking lots.

Did you know air pollution sources can be stationary or mobile? Stationary sources emit air pollution
from a single, fixed location. Examples include power plants, industrial facilities, gas stations, dry
cleaners, print shops, construction sites, and factories. Mobile source air pollution is emitted by
engines and equipment that can be moved from place to place. Examples include cars, trucks,
buses, gas powered lawn, and garden equipment, etc. Consider these examples as you look for
possible sources of air pollution in your community.

Mobile Source

Stationary Source
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Sample School Data
Directions: We are going to identify the mobile and stationary sources of air pollution near a
sample school. To get started, look at the satellite view of the area surrounding School A.

School A

What stationary sources do you notice?
There is a Circle K gas station at 67th Ave. in the Safeway shopping plaza,
approximately 1.5 miles from the school. Unpaved land is located less than a mile from
the school near Arrowhead Memorial Gardens and Dream City Church. The area of
unpaved land may contribute to dust (PM10) pollution

What mobile sources of air pollution do you see?
School A is located approximately 1.5 miles from the Agua Fria Freeway. Heavy traffic
during rush hour times, typically early morning and evening, could be a significant source
of PM2.5 from car exhaust. The drive-through at the McDonald’s restaurant in the
Safeway shopping center could also contribute car exhaust (PM2.5) if customers idle their
car engines while they wait for their food. Car idling occurs when a car engine is running
but the car is not moving. Long wait times at the drive through have the potential to create
a lot of air pollution!

Name:

Date:

Sample School Data (Continued)
Take a closer look at a zoomed in view of School A. There
is a parking lot and a drop off/pick up lane right in front of
the school. Heavy traffic in this area during arrival and
dismissal times could create air pollution especially if
drivers arrive early and idle their car engines while they
wait for students.

School A

Now it’s time to summarize the findings in the Sample Data Table below:
Sample Data Table
School Name or Address: School A
Stationary Sources

Mobile Sources



Circle K gas station



Car idling in McDonald’s drive-through



Unpaved land



Car idling in drop off/pick up zones in front of
the school



Traffic on the Agua Fria Freeway, especially
during rush hours



Neighborhood traffic

Summary
School A is mostly surrounded by homes. There are a few stationary sources of air pollution within
1.5 miles, such as a gas station and vacant unpaved land. There are more mobile sources because
School A is close to a major freeway and a fast food restaurant with a drive-through. There is also
a long drop off/pick up lane in front of the school where parents might idle their cars. Based on this
evidence, I claim most of the air pollution in the School A community comes from mobile sources
such as cars and other vehicles.
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Your Data
Directions: Now it is your turn to identify mobile and stationary sources of air pollution at
your school. Follow the steps below to access your school on google maps.
1.To begin, click the link to open Google Maps in a browser or go to https://www.google.com/maps/.
2. Type the name of your school, or your home address, into the “Search Google Maps” box in the
upper left corner. Then click the magnifier icon in the upper right corner of the box to search for your
school.

3. Look at both the map view and the satellite view of your area. To change from map view to satellite
view, select the satellite icon in the lower left corner.

4. Zoom out to view air pollution sources within a five-mile radius of your school or home. Then
zoom back in to take a closer look. Use the plus and minus icons in the lower right corner of the
screen to zoom in and out.
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Your Data
Directions: List the air pollution sources you found around your school. Then summarize what you
learned and determine if there are more mobile or stationary sources of pollution near your school.
Use the Sample Data Table from School A as a guide.
Data Table

School Name or Address:
Stationary Sources

Mobile Sources

Summary

